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INDIA

2,61,500

NEW COVID-19
CASES

1,501 DEATHS
IN 24 HOURS
New Delhi: India
reported its highestever single-day spike
of COVID-19 cases
with over 2.61
lakh new cases
and more than
1,500 deaths in
the last 24 hours,
according to the
Union Health Ministry
on Sunday. With this,
the total number of
cases has gone up
to 1,47,88,109. The
active number of
cases in the country
stands at 18,01,316.

RAJASTHAN

10,514
RECORD SPIKE,
42 DEATHS

Jaipur: Forty-two
more people
died from
coronavirus
in Rajasthan
on Sunday
as a record
10,514 cases
surfaced, with
maximum 1963 from
state capital Jaipur,
the highest so far
since the outbreak
of the pandemic in
the state last year.
Meanwhile, shops
and offices, except
those dealing in
essential services,
remained closed
due to a weekend
curfew imposed by
the state government
to check the
coronavirus spread.
Two Congress MLAs-Amin Kagzi and
Krishna Poonia—too
tested positive for
the virus. With
fresh infections, the
number of active
cases in the state
stood at 67,387.
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As COVID-19 continues to challenge the nation, Opposition leaders provide counsel, ask for various permissions and seek
help from the government. Meanwhile, the Union Government continues to fight the War against an ‘invisible’ enemy

MANMOHAN’S ‘5 POINT
PROGRAMME’ FOR MODI
New Delhi: Former
Prime Minister Manmohan Singh on Sunday
wrote to Prime Minister
Narendra Modi asking
him to make public the
orders for doses of coronavirus vaccine placed
by the government
and indicate how
the vaccines will be
distributed across
states based on a
transparent formula.
He also asked the
Prime Minister to give
some flexibility to
states to define categories of frontline workers who can be vaccinated even if they are
below 45 years of age.
Pointing out that domestic supplies are limited, Singh suggested
that any vaccine that
has been cleared for use
by credible authorities
such as the European
Medical Agency or the
USFDA, should be allowed to be imported
without insisting on domestic bridging trials.
“The central government could retain 10 per
cent for distribution
based on emergency
needs, but other
than that, states
should have a
clear signal of
likely availability so that they
can plan their roll
out,” he said.
Singh also asked the
Prime Minister to proactively support vaccine producers to expand their manufacturing facilities Turn to P6

ALLOW US TO PURCHASE
VACCINES DIRECTLY: DIDI

West Bengal Chief Minister Mamata
Banerjee on Sunday wrote a letter
to Prime Minister Narendra Modi
once again seeking the Centre’s
permission to “purchase vaccination doses directly with state
funds and launch a massive free
vaccination campaign in the state
covering the entire population”.
“You may recall that I had written
to you on February 24, 2021 to
allow the state to purchase vaccination doses directly with state funds
and launch a massive free vaccination campaign in the state covering
the entire population,” she wrote.

DECLARE A NATIONAL HEALTH
EMERGENCY: KAPIL SIBAL TO PM

l NTA postpones JEE
Main April 2021, revised
dates to be announced later

KEJRIWAL WRITES TO PM, SEEKS HELP
FOR BEDS, OXYGEN FOR CORONA PATIENTS
New Delhi: Terming the COVID-19 situation in the
national capital as “very serious”, Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal wrote to Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Sunday seeking help for beds and oxygen
for coronavirus patients. Kejriwal also requested the
prime minister for reserving at least 7000 central
government hospital beds out of the 10000 in Delhi
for COVID patients, and immediate supply of oxygen.

l Daily positivity rate
doubled from 8% to
16.69% in 12 days:
Health Ministry
l Ex-Haryana CM Bhupinder Singh Hooda, wife test
COVID-19 positive
l Govt asks Central
Ministries and PSUs to
dedicate hospital beds for
Covid-19 management:

Health Ministry

New Delhi: Prime
Minister
Narendra
Modi on Sunday reviewed the COVID-19
situation in Varanasi,
his Lok Sabha constituency, and stressed the
need for vaccination
of everyone over 45
years of age. He asked
the local administration to help people
with full sensitivity
and asserted that the
cooperation of society
as well as the government is necessary
to curb the pandemic. According
to a statement,
Modi emphasised
on
implementing

‘tracking, tracing and
testing’, saying this
has to be fully followed
to check the virus’
spread in the same
manner the first wave
was curbed. Speaking
to local officials and

people’s representatives, the prime minister asked the administration to ensure that
preventive measures
like social distancing
and the use of masks
are practised.
—PTI

GOVT TO DOUBLE REMDESIVIR PRODUCTION TO
3 LAKH VIALS PER DAY IN 15 DAYS: MANDAVIYA

The government plans to double the production of antiviral drug remdesivir
to around 3 lakh vials per day over the next 15 days, to make it available
readily for the treatment of COVID-19. MoS for Chemicals and Fertilisers
Mansukh L Mandaviya took to Twitter saying, “We are trying to increase
production of remdesivir injection and also that its price comes down. Currently, we are producing 1.5 lakh vials per day. In the next fifteen days, it will
be doubled to 3 lakh vials per day.”

‘OVER 12 CR VAX
DOSES GIVEN IN 92
DAYS IN INDIA’

Amid a steep rise in coronavirus cases, senior
Congress leader Kapil Sibal on Sunday urged
PM Narendra Modi to declare a national health
emergency. “COVID-19 infections faster than
recoveries. Modiji: Declare a National Health
Emergency. Election Commission: Declare a
moratorium on election rallies. Courts: Protect
people’s lives,” Sibal tweeted.

COVID UPDATE

PM Modi reviews COVID
situation in Varanasi

The Union Health
Ministry Sunday said
India took only 92 days
to reach the mark of
12-crore vaccinations,
the fastest country to
do so. It is followed by
the US which took 97
days and China which
took 108 days. The
cumulative number of
Covid-19 vaccine doses
administered in the
country has crossed
12 crore as part of the
world’s largest vaccination drive, it said.

GOVT SANCTIONS 162 PSA OXYGEN
PLANTS TO AUGMENT MED FACILITY
Ther Union Health Ministry Sunday said 162
PSA (Pressure Swing Adsorption) oxygen
plants have been sanctioned by GoI for
installation in public health facilities in all
states. These will augment medical oxygen
capacity by 154.19 MT.

GOVT WILL RESPOND WITH FISCAL
STEPS IF REQUIRED: NITI AAYOG
The country needs to prepare for “greater
uncertainty” in terms of consumer as well as
investor sentiments due to the second wave
of coronavirus infections, and the government
will respond with fiscal measures as and when
required, Niti Aayog Vice Chairman Rajiv Kumar
Turn to P6
said on Sunday.

RAILWAYS TO RUN ‘OXYGEN EXPRESS’, SAYS GOVT
New Delhi: Amid reports of shortage of
oxygen supply for Covid-19 patients across
several states, the Indian Railways is all set
to operate ‘Oxygen Express’ trains for the
transport of liquid medical oxygen (LMO)
and oxygen cylinders, the ministry of railways said in a statement on Sunday. Noting
that oxygen is a key element in the treatment of certain medical conditions in
the Covid-19 infection, the railways ministry said it has explored the technical
feasibility of transportation of LMO tankers at the request of Madhya Pradesh and
Maharashtra governments.
Turn to P6

l Congress leader Rahul
Gandhi suspends public
rallies in West Bengal due
to Covid-19 situation
l Delhi government
lodges FIR against four
airlines --IndiGo, Vistara,
SpiceJet, & AirAsia for
failing to check negative
RT-PCR Covid reports of
passengers travelling to
the national capital from
Maharashtra

50 ISOLATION COACHES, EACH WITH 2
OXYGEN CYLINDERS, PLACED: NR
New Delhi: New Delhi: After the Delhi government urged the railways to arrange up to 5,000
beds by deploying COVID-care coaches at the
Shakur Basti and the Anand Vihar stations in
view of the rising number of coronavirus
cases in the national capital, the Northern Railways has deployed 50 isolation coaches, each having two oxygen
cylinders, at Delhi’s Shakur Basti
railway station and 25 such facilities will
be placed at Anand Vihar by Monday, General
Manager Ashutosh Gangal said on Sunday.

NO LOCKDOWN, ONLY CURFEW EXTENSION ‘Didi demoralised as BJP much

TILL 3 MAY WITH RELAXATIONS

RAJASTHAN’S GANDHI CALLS FOR
‘CIVIL OBEDIENCE’ FORTNIGHT TO
WEED OUT CORONA
Kartikey Dev Singh
Jaipur: With hours left
to the lifting of the curfew imposed on Friday
evening, the Gehlot government announced extension of curfew late
on Sunday night, however, with profound relaxations for the next
fifteen days. Releasing
the new guidelines, Gehlot has termed the next
two weeks as ‘Civil Obedience Fortnight’ which
will continue till May 3.
According to the

guidelines, all work
places, commercial establishments and markets in the state will remain close, however,
like before, essential
and emergency services
like state employees, police, doctors, transport,
food and civil supplies
etc will be exempted
from the curfew. Moreover, general stores,
mandis, vegetable carts
and dairies will function till 5 PM, but effort
is to be made for home
delivery of products.

CM Ashok Gehlot

Those travelling from
bus stand, railways station or airport will have
to provide their ticket
as proof of travel to be
allowed to move around
and those coming in to

Rajasthan will have to
show their RT-PCR test
report.
Moreover, the state
government has allowed
movement of farmers
heading to markets to

sell their Rabi crops,
however, they will have
to show the crops while
going and receipt after
sale as verification to allow their movement. Ration shops will continue
to open without any
holidays.
Covering yet another
major aspect of labour
migration, Gehlot has
not shut down industries
and construction sites to
avert migration. However, the concerned units
will have to get their labours an identity card by
competent authority for
their movement and the
details will have to be
submitted before the district Collector. Turn to P6

ahead of TMC after 5 poll phases’
Purbasthali: Union
Home Minister Amit
Shah on Sunday asserted that the BJP will bag
more than 122 of the 180
seats that went to elections in West Bengal in
five phases.
Shah, who addressed
two rallies during the
day, claimed that Chief
Minister and TMC supremo Mamata Banerjee will have to surely
make an exit after losing the Nandigram seat
to the BJP.
“Didi is demoralised
after five phases of elections as it has been established that the BJP, with
more than 122 seats, is
much ahead of her.
Turn to P6

PM MODI SHOULD RESIGN
OWNING RESPONSIBILITY FOR
COVID-19 SURGE: MAMATA P6
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TESTING TIMES!

TWEET

Time

Govind Singh Dotasra
@GovindDotasra
Very good decision Rahul ji, hope
other leaders will
also consider their
responsibility and
cancel the election
rallies. @narendramodi, you have
become so blind
in the hunger for
expansion of power
that you do not see
the country struggling with the lack
of vaccines and
oxygen. Shameful!

—PHOTO BY SANTOSH SHARMA

—PHOTO BY SUMAN SARKAR

Corona could not
scare away olive green
dreams of thousands
who attempted Nation Defence Academy
(NDA) exam on Sunday
at 74 centres in Jaipur
and 32 in Udaipur
braving spread of infection and the weekend
lockdown. About 32,000
had registered for exam
across the state. The
home department had
issued an order to allow
candidates’ admit card
as a curfew pass. The
exam was held in two
shifts - 10 am to 12.30
pm and 2 pm to 4:30
pm amid strict Covid-19
protocols. Some candidates wished the exam
was postponed but a
majority were happy
that it was held on time.

Gangster Dudi held amid firing
Naveen Joshi

Corona scare leads
to postmortem delay,
cops kept waiting

Bhilwara: A joint team
of Bhilwara police and
SOG on Sunday arrested one of the accused
who had opened fire
and killed two policemen on the night of
April 10. The accused
has been identified as
Sunil Dudi.
Constables Omkar
Raika
and
Pawan
Chaudhary were killed
after the drug smugglers opened fire on
them while they were
checking vehicles at
different locations under Kotdi police station
and Raila police station areas.
ADG ATS and SOG,
IG Ajmer Range, and SP
Bhilwara Vikas Sharma had set up police

Udaipur: A body kept
lying for nearly 8 hours
at Kanod community
health
centre
in
Udaipur on Sunday as
the medical staff there
refused to conduct post
mortem without corona
report of the deceased.
The police kept waiting
outside the mortuary.
Ramesh Meena (20),
who worked at a restaurant in Udaipur, was
sick for three days and
he died when his
friends were taking
him to his home on a
motorcycle on Saturday evening. He was
taken to the CHC in
Kanod where doctors
declared him dead.
Today, doctors asked

BHILWARA COPS’ KILLING: As teams went to nab him, Dudi opened fire on them

First India Bureau

MP Diya Kumari consoles family of Pawan Chaudhary in Kishangarh on Sunday. (Inset) Police are all
smiles after nabbing gangster Sunil Dudi following a gun fire on Sunday.

teams and have been
camping in Bhilwara to
arrest the miscreants.
A comparative analysis
of over 80,000 mobile

Murder accused escapes from
hospital as policemen doze off
First India Bureau
Jhunjhunu: A murder
accused fled from the
custody of the police at
a hospital in Khetri
town while two policemen on duty dozed off.
The interesting escape
is captured in CCTV
camera where the accused is seen leaving
the room, return to collect his blanket and
then flee early Sunday.
The
accused
Chhagan Bavaria was
lodged in the Khetri
jail in Singhana’s Ratiram murder case and
he was admitted to the
Ajit hospital after reporting ill on Saturday.
In the same case, an-

During investigation,
the name of Sunil Dudi
resident of Bilada in
Jodhpur cropped up
and he was put on sur-

Soldier dies by
suicide, politicos
pay tributes

No anti-incumbency in bypolls,
CM will be credited for victory

First India Bureau

In CCTV footage, the policemen are seen sleeping calmly while
the accused escaped comfortably from Ajit hospital on Sunday.

other accused Pappu
Bavaria had died due to
ill health while undergoing treatment in the
hospital. Chhagan was
caught on 13 November
2020 in Khetri.

In the CCTV footage,
the policemen are seen
sleeping calmly on
beds near the accused
who senses the surroundings and comfortably escapes.

Tonk: Tributes poured
in from political leaders
on social media for
24-year-old Hanuman
Choudhary, a soldier of
12 RR Rifles, who died
by suicide at Ukharal in
Udhampur of J&K on
Saturday night. A resident of Khedulya village in Tonk, Devanda
was to get married on
May 14 and he had applied for leave. An
Army welfare officer
confirmed that he died
by suicide and as per
rule no military funeral
and state funeral will be
accorded. His body will
be cremated on Monday.

First India Bureau
Jaipur: The political
magic of CM Ashok Gehlot is set to be seen
once again in the recently held bypolls on
three assembly constituencies in the state.
With no anti-incumbency factor and a favourable atmosphere in Sahara, Sujangarh, and
Rajsamand constituencies, the Congress party
is expecting a thumping
victory. The political
circle is abuzz with this.
Two of the three seats,
Sahara and Sujangarh,
were with the Congress
while the BJP held Rajsamand. If the Congress retains both the

19 elephants declared unfit, 4 already in Guj
—FILE PHOTO

Nirmal Tiwari

the matter came to light,
action was initiated
against the mahouts.
After the Supreme
Court’s order, a veteri-

nary team constituted
by the Ministry of Environment and Climate Change examined the health of ele-

veillance. The team got
information of his being in a house at a hamlet in Khara village of
Phalodi tehsil.
As teams raided the
premises, Dudi opened
fire on them but the
cops nabbed him and
recovered a pistol and
live cartridges.
Some women tried to
avert Dudi’s arrest by
flashing lights in the
eyes of the teams.

numbers and 40,000 mobile devices was carried
out. Data from over 750
CCTV cameras were
collected.

PACHYDERM CARE

Jaipur: Four of the 19
elephants, who were
found unfit in a medical
check-up and were removed from elephant
safari in Amber fort,
have been sent to Gujarat by mahouts.
The elephants were
found medically unfit in
an examination two
months back and the
forest department authorities had ordered
their removal from the
elephant safari. After

02

phants in Hathi gaon
in July last year.
In February, the team
gave its report in which
19 elephants were declared unfit. Some of
them had problems in
their feet, some elephants are suffering
from TB, and some of
them were unable to see
with one eye.
After the report, DFO
Upkar Borana immediately wrote a letter to
Pankaj Dharmendra,
Superintendent of Amber palace, asking him

to remove the unfit elephants from elephant
safari. 4 days ago, when
a medical board took
samples of elephants, it
was revealed that four
elephants have been
sent to Gujarat.
Jyoti Khandelwal,
the founder of People
for Street Dogs, has
sought an explanation
from the government
about the trafficking of
elephants. She also said
that a contempt plea
will be filed in the supreme court.

A voter in Rajsamand.

seats and wins Rajasthan, the main reason will be the chief
minister because there
was no anti-incumbency against him.
Political observers
believe that the BJP
could not challenge the
works done by CM Gehlot and there was no
anti-government wave
anywhere which gives

an indication that Congress is going to win the
bypolls.
Congress party’s victory will be a message
about the political magic of Gehlot. His team
worked meticulously
and focused on every
weak aspect. Ministers
camped in the constituencies and the CM himself was in touch with
the election in charge to
get regular feedback.
Team Gehlot made a
strategy according to
caste equation and other important factors
and focused on the panchayats where the party’s performance was
poor in the Panchayati
Raj elections.

Police waited for hours while
postmortem was not conducted.

police to shift the body to
Udaipur for covid testing and postmortem but
police had to wait for 8
hours because no sweeper was available for
shifting the body. Later,
arrangements
were
made to keep body in an
ambulance with the help
of private members. The
body was then shifted to
mortuary of district
hospital where the postmortem will be conducted after covid test.

CID-CB to probe
three FIRs in
Rajsamand
First India Bureau
Rajsamand: The probe
into 3 cases filed by
BJP and Congress leaders in Rajsamand before the bypolls has
been handed over to
the CID-CB. The BJP
workers had caught
some women Cong
workers distributing
currency notes to villagers in food packets
on April 16.It led to a
confrontation in Raj
Nagar police station
where three FIRs were
registered, one by MP
Diya Kumari against
Congress’ Ashok Tank,
Kuldeep Sharma, and
Hemant Rajak.

Corona Scare: Family attempts suicide
First India Bureau
Karauli: Three days
after death of her husband, suspected to be
from corona, a woman
attempted suicide along
with her son and a
daughter near Mandavara gate in Hindaun
City of Karauli district
on Sunday. The trio cut
nerves of their hands
and consumed some
tablets to avoid pain but
were saved on time and
rushed to a hospital.
Fake news about
death of her elder son
Devendra, 36, who is admitted in a hospital in
Jaipur compounded the

Police trying to open the door.

depression after which
the family took the step.
The woman Sita Devi
(58) was quite depressed
after the death of her
husband Lakhanlal Gupta (62), a retired bank official, on April 15 night
though his corona report
is yet awaited, said
Hindaun DSP Kishori
Lal. The same night her

elder son Devendra also
had trouble in breathing
and referred to SMS hospital in Jaipur on April
16. Sita’s younger son
Gaurav returned was
misinformed by someone that his brother died
due to corona after
which trio locked them
in a room and attempted
suicide.
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CORONA TESTING FIASCO!
First India Bureau
Jaipur: In an incident
that has left a big question mark on the veracity of the corona testing, fifteen staffers of a
Chaksu satellite hospital tested positive for
corona sending the administration in a tizzy.
However, they did not
have any symptoms so
their reports were resent and 13 tested negative while only 1 ANM
tested positive and one
sample has been resent.
According to the officials, the samples of
15 staffers had tested
positive a few days ago
but since they did not
have any symptoms,
the samples were resent on Saturday to
RUHS. The earlier positive reports were also
received from RUHS.
The fresh reports
brought some relief to
the authorities but it
has put a question
mark on the testing
process.

15 staffers of Chaksu satellite hospital tested positive for Covid-19 a few days
ago but as they did not have any symptoms, samples were re-sent & 13 tested
negative; both reports were received from RUHS in Jaipur

 19 students of

a private school
hostel tested positive in Jhunjhunu.
Most of the
students are from
Jodhpur and the
hostel has been
declared a containment zone

LOCKDOWN IN MIND? As state crosses 10K fresh cases in a day, fearing last
year’s lockdown experience, workers in the city have packed their bags and
begin to leave for their homes.
—PHOTO BY SANTOSH SHARMA

DOCTORS IN PCC COVID CONTROL ROOM
Doctors to provide services in 3 shifts in Covid-19
control room in Jaipur PCC. From 12 noon to 2 pm Dr
Sanjay Purohit, Dr Mahavir Sogani & Dr Siyaram Saini
will be in duty; from 2 pm to 5 pm Dr Priyash Joshi, Dr
Kamal Sharma & Dr KL Kapoor will provide services
whereas from 5 pm to 8 pm Dr Vijendra Saini & Dr
Sunil Kalyan will be there to help Covid-19 patients.
Kota for 20,000 liters to
each divisional headquarters and 10,000 liters of sodium hypochlo-

rite to districts. Transportation cost will be
borne by concerned
urban local bodies.

SINGH URGES COLLECTOR TO TAKE STEPS TO COMBAT COVID

Ajay Pal Singh

meeting with CM
Ashok Gehlot over the
corona review. He said
curfew should also

Man dies in hotel, GF
booked for murder
Jaipur: A 23-year-old
man, staying with his
girlfriend in a city hotel, died after he reportedly suffered a
heart attack on Saturday night. The deceased, a resident
of Karauli, was preparing for competitive
exams and his 24-yearold girlfriend, who is
from
Bharatpur,
worked in a bank in

medallist, MLA
from Sadulpur in Churu
Krishna Poonia
tested positive for
Covid-19, is now
admitted at RUHS
hospital. Off late,
she has been
campaigning in
bypolls.
has tested positive
and was admitted to RUHS.
His elder brother
Islam Kagiz also
tested positive on
Saturday.

Beds placed in the corridor at Covid dedicated RUHS hospital with over 1,100 patients till Sunday.

Jaipur: BJP state vicepresident Sardar Ajay
Pal Singh has urged
the district collector
Antar Singh Nehra and
the government to take
maximum possible
steps to protect the
people from Corona.
Singh was speaking
from the collectorate
in the virtual open

 Delhi CWG gold

 MLA Amin Kagzi

 9 CRPF jawans at

Suratgarh in Sri
Ganganagar have
tested positive.

Sodium hypochlorite spray in cities
Jaipur: The state government has decided to
carry out spraying of
sodium hypochlorite in
urban areas to contain
corona spread. UDH
Minister Shanti Dhariwal on Sunday instructed DLB Deepak Nandi
over phone to make
available sodium hypochlorite free of cost.
Nandi has written to
DCM Shriram Limited

KEY HIGHLIGHTS...

Jaipur. The police said
Vinod Meena, 23, and
his girlfriend were
staying in a hotel at
Tonk Road in Bajaj Nagar. His family members have, however,
filed a case of murder
against his girlfriend,
who had taken him to
a hospital on Saturday
night. Police said situation will be clear after
postmortem.

be imposed and the
weekend lock down
should be maintained.
He said all religious
organizations, business organizations
and society are with
the government. Singh
said that BJP workers
are fully engaged in the
fight against Corona.
—Aishwary Pradhan

WEEKLY COVID-19 TRACKER

WORLD HERITAGE
DAY IN PANDEMIC
SHADOW AGAIN

Total Cases 4,14,869
Total Deaths
3,151
Active Cases 67,387

Nirmal Tiwari
Jaipur: Covid-19 outbreak continued to hit
the World Heritage Day
celebrations for the second consecutive year on
Sunday as the monuments under the central
and state governments
remained closed.
Last year also, situation was the same due to
Covid outbreak. This
time, the second wave of
infection has again hit
tourism activities in
state. The monuments
under the ASI & department of archaeology
and museums are closed
in view of the surge in
Covid cases. 164 monuments which are under
ASI control are closed
till May 15 while entry to
33 monuments under
state govt is closed till
April 30.
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MEDIC OFFICER REMOVED
FOR COVID MISMANAGEMENT

T
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he state government on Sunday
removed and put on APO principal of Dr. SN Medical College Dr.
GL Meena for mismanagement of
corona. He has been replaced with
ex-principal Dr. SS Rathore. The
reason for removal of Dr. Meena
has been stated to be administrative. He has been asked to mark his
presence in Jaipur. In last four days,
4,951 have been infected in Jodhpur
and 45 people have lost their lives.
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oodwinking the authorities,
20 patients escaped from
a Covid care centre, seven of
them were from Rajasthan,
at Narendra Nagar in Uttarakhand’s New Tehri. A case
has been registered against
the missing patients under the
Disaster Management and Epidemic Diseases Acts and search
has been launched for them.

500

April 16
JODHPUR

April 17
KOTA

candidates from
different states
for CRPF recruitment have tested
Covid-19 positive.

 A youth from Pao-

ta who returned
from Haridwar
Kumbh on April 13
has tested positive
for coronavirus.

 Barmer PMO Dr

BL Mansuria and
his operator have
tested positive. Dr
Mansuria was present in a meeting
of MLA, DM, ADM
on Saturday.

 6 banks sealed

664

7 FROM STATE FLEE FROM
COVID CENTRE IN TEHRI

H

792

1695 1500

 In Jodhpur, 39

April 18
UDAIPUR

SARAF SEEKS PROBE INTO
CORONA TESTING AUDIO

F

ormer minister, BJP MLA
Kalicharan Saraf on Sunday
stressed need for the govt to be
more vigilant in the second wave
of the corona epidemic. He said
that govt is in a sleep mode even
at such a time and an audio of
messing up with the samples due
to pressure from higher officials
has gone viral. Saraf said that govt
should take cognizance of confusion in name of corona sampling.

for 72 hours in
Dausa’s Bandikui
after 29 employees
tested Covid +ve.

OVER 1.08 CRORE
VACCINE DOSES
ADMINISTERED IN
RAJ: DR RAGHU

ver 1.08 crore
O
doses of COVID-19
vaccine have been

administered in
Rajasthan till Saturday, Health Minister
Raghu Sharma said on
Sunday. Vaccination
of eligible people is
being done in the state
in accordance with
the guidelines of the
Centre, the minister
said. He said 1,19,457
sessions have been organised in state health
and private hospitals
so far. 94,58,034 got
1st dose; 14,16,599
got the booster shot.

CRIME Amid stone pelting, cops Dial 1800-180-6030
BRANCH
arrest wanted murderer against black marketing

Gravel ‘smuggler’ killed
in tractor-bus collision

Bharatpur: A person
travelling on a tractor smuggling gravel
was killed after tractor
collided with a bus.
Interestingly, the gravel
mafia pulled up the
overturned trolley and
fled from the spot
leaving their member

dead on the road on
Sunday, the police said.
The accident happened
near Shisham Tiraha
under Atal Bandh police
station area. The bus
dragged Rinku, resident
of Moroli village in
Dholpur, for about 100
meters and died.

First India Bureau

Bhiwadi: Stone pelting and firing incident
took place in Haryana’s Firozpur Jhirka
area where a team of
Bhiwadi police had
gone to arrest a man
wanted in murder and
extortion cases.
The police received
information about the
accused during interrogation of a criminal. When the police

team raided place of
the accused in Nangli
village along with the
Haryana police, his
family members and
villagers pelted stones
at the police. They also
opened fire forcing the
police to retaliate.
Police said that the
main accused has
been caught. He said
that all the policemen
are safe.

Jaipur: The consumers
can complain about
black marketing of
products during the
weekend lockdown and
night curfew at State
level helpline number
1800-180-6030,
WhatsApp number 7230086030
and online www.consumeradvise.in.
Secretary,
Department of Consumer Affairs, Naveen Jain said

The WhatsApp
number 7230086030
and online www.
consumeradvise.in
food items, medical
stores and production
units have been excluded from restrictions under disaster management but consumers
can complain in case of
black marketing.
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‘LET’S GO TOGETHER…’

IN-DEPTH

FORMER PM’S FIVE
SUGGESTIONS FOR
FIGHTING PANDEMIC

BHAVESH
UPADHYAY
BUSINESS/ HR EXPERT

T

he pandemic in India is showing
no signs of abating. Brickbats are
being hurled at top netas for flouting the standard operating procedures (SOPs) for Covid-19 while
campaigning for votes. The same set of leaders was then seen asking people to follow the
Covid-19 guidelines to prevent the virus from
spreading. This gap between practice and
preaching, call it hypocrisy if you may, comes
at a time when hospital beds, oxygen, vaccines and doctors are in short supply and
experts are still trying to figure out when the
disease will peak in India. Lest we become
callous on some prediction saying that the
virus will touch its peak in mid-May before it
starts waning, here’s a warning: Canada is
witnessing its third wave.
Looking at the situation, former Prime
Minister Dr. Manmohan Singh has written a
letter to Prime Minister Narendra Modi suggesting expansion of Covid vaccination programme and other measures to deal with the
second surge which has pushed back “several millions into poverty” and has made people wonder “when their lives will get back to
normal.”
Written in “the spirit of constructive cooperation” the letter stated that a big part of
the effort to fight the pandemic “must be
ramping up the vaccination programme”.
His five-point suggestions “for kind consideration” of the prime minister revolve mainly around production, supply and management of vaccine distribution. First, Dr Singh
suggested that “the government should publicise what are the firm orders for doses
placed on different vaccine producers and
accepted for delivery over next six months. If
we want to vaccinate a target number in this
period, we should place enough orders in advance so that producers can adhere to an
agreed schedule of supply”.
As there is a charge of bias against the
Centre in vaccine distribution among states,
Dr Singh’s second suggestion pertained to the
distribution of the “expected supply across
states based on a transparent formula”. Dr
Singh suggested that while the Centre could
keep 10 per cent of the supply for emergency
needs, he wanted that “states should have a
clear signal of likely availability so that they
can plan their roll out”.
In the third suggestion, Dr Singh again
pleaded for giving the states “some flexibility” to define categories of frontline workers
to be vaccinated “even if they are below 45
years of age”. For instance, a state may include drivers of three-wheelers, lawyers and
teachers in the category of frontline workers.
In his fourth and fifth suggestions Dr. Singh said that the government must proactively support vaccine producers and allow import of any vaccine cleared for use by credible authorities.
What is significant is that Dr. Singh has
steered clear of the political blame game. His
suggestions, though, will require a strong
political will for implementation.

T
In one of the
companies
(manufacturing
high-voltage
cable wires), he
met Peter, the
Vice PresidentMarketing.
Peter spoke in
very positive
terms about
cooperation and
directed Mehul’s
attention to this
section of his
organization’s
value statement:
“Teamwork is
crucial to the
performance of
this company.”
Peter was
confident that
Mehul would
find the
company
abounded with
cooperation. Yet
it did not.
Senior team
members,
including Peter,
were aggressive,
even openly
hostile towards
one another

urn on the news any day of the
week and you will see countless
examples of people competing
with – rather than cooperating
with – one another. Does the
news reflect the people of the
world in their true light?
It can feel like if someone
wins, it must mean that someone else has to lose. Are we
equipped to truly cooperate?
Or, are we only destined to compete? How can we break the
win-lose cycle and learn to do
it differently?
Aristotle defined man to be a
social animal by nature. He
cannot survive without working with others toward a common aim. Research shows that
most people, at their core, want
to work together. And yet,
we’ve also seen that people
haven’t always learned “HOW”
to cooperate.
Majority of small and medium-scale corporate houses focus more on their competitors,
their strategies, and activities
rather than paying attention to
their own business. They
would want to see how their
competitors are failing. They
are interested only in their opponent’s failure to succeed,
rather than succeeding themselves. To achieve success, it is
rightly quoted:
A similar thing happens in
corporate culture too. Often
senior leaders look for opportunities to pull down each other. During a meeting, they
would be in search of such a
topic, through which they will
argue unnecessarily with illogical reasoning, just to prove
that they are better than others. But there are some healthyspirited leaders who give space
to others, appreciate others in
public for their better performances, and exemplify the
spirit of real leadership; they
believe in Sam Snead’s quote,
Forget your opponents; always
play against par.”
A true leader is the one who
puts aside his ego understands
and accommodates other people’s opinions and over time
gets a prominent place in the
spectrum.
During the past five years,
one of the research analyst,
Mehul, examined collaborative
working practices and what we

call a cooperative mindset in
various leading companies. He
found that while almost all
managers and the companies
they work for recognize teamwork’s critical value and the
importance of cultivating a cooperative mindset, many actually encourage behaviours that
undermine cooperation.
In one of the companies
(manufacturing high-voltage
cable wires), he met Peter, the
Vice President- Marketing. Peter spoke in very positive terms
about cooperation and directed
Mehul’s attention to this section of his organization’s value
statement: “Teamwork is crucial to the performance of this
company.” Peter was confident
that Mehul would find the company abounded with cooperation. Yet it did not. Senior team
members, including Peter,
were aggressive, even openly
hostile towards one another.
Mehul shared that despite
the corporate rhetoric of cooperation and teamwork, unwritten rules encouraged people to
outshine everyone around
them. Rather than sharing ideas and know-how, people hoarded knowledge and worked with
others as little as possible.
Within weeks of joining the
company, new hires learned to
talk about cooperation while
acting competitively. Yes, there
was a gap between the rhetoric
of creative cooperation and the

A win-win attitude
should be encouraged
in organizations.
Employees who
cooperate with others
and strive for mutual
accomplishment
should be encouraged
because a win-win
attitude leads to a
favourable result for
all involved parties
and subsequently
ensures that none of
the employees hold
grudges against
another

reality of unproductive competition.
If you want to be benefited in
the long run, you need to adopt
the spirit of cooperation and
collaboration. A true and successful entrepreneur is the one
who first thinks of benefits to

A requiem for the stiff upper lip

T

he late Prince
Philip, Duke of
Edinburgh and
husband to the
queen, was long
celebrated (or parodied)
for his distinctive personality. Before his death on
April 9, at the age of 99, he
was the United Kingdom’s
grand, grumpy, and eccentric uncle – a man totally
out of step with the modern world.
To take just one of many
notorious examples, Philip
couldn’t understand why
servicemen today would
need therapy. Back in
World War II, he observed,
“We didn’t have counselors
rushing around every time
somebody let off a gun,
asking ‘Are you all right?
Are you sure you don’t
have a ghastly problem?’
You just got on with it.”
If Philip’s passing means
that we also will be burying

04

the iconic image of the
British “stiff upper lip,”
should we mourn that loss
as well? There was a time
when this characteristically British display of
stoic resolve was widely
admired. When the UK was
the world’s leading power,
it seemed to owe its position to a “mustn’t grumble”
approach to life. And, of
course, this attitude was on
full display when Britain
resisted a Nazi onslaught
that had already swept over
its European neighbors.
In March 1912, the explorer Captain Lawrence
Oates joined a British Antarctic expedition seeking
to be first to the South Pole.
The mission failed, and
Oates, suffering from gangrene and frostbite, begged
his companions to leave
him and save themselves.
When they refused, he casually said, “I am just going

outside and may be some
time.” He never returned
to the group’s tent, but his
last words lived on, stiffening upper lips throughout
the realm.
It is impossible to imagine Oates’ generation venting about anything with
Oprah Winfrey. But Phil-

ip’s grandson, Prince Harry, recently did precisely
that. Has the UK lost its
claim to being the strong,
silent type?
Psychologists have established that different national cultures do indeed
exhibit and inculcate distinct attitudes and ways of

life. Most Nordic European, Anglo, and Latin American countries have been
found to have highly “indulgent” cultures (preferring leisure and a higher
quality of life), whereas
East Asian countries tend
to place less value on leisure and more on a strong

others. The customer will
bring benefits to you if you
earn for the customer first. So
develop a spirit of cooperation.
If there will be mutual cooperation or collaboration, the
business will get the new glow.
One needs to maintain longterm relationships to be successful in the long run. Short
term & selfish relationships
cannot fetch the long-term success. “Let’s go together” is the
attitude which will enable all
players to survive and sustain
in the long run.
A win-win attitude should be
encouraged in organizations.
Employees who cooperate with
others and strive for mutual accomplishment should be encouraged because a win-win
attitude leads to a favourable
result for all involved parties
and subsequently ensures that
none of the employees hold
grudges against another.
Cooperation is important to
me. I have witnessed the synergy of one plus one equaling
three- when we band together
and work cooperatively, we are
smarter and stronger. Author
Ralph Charell said “It is
through cooperation, rather
than conflict, that your greatest successes will be derived”.
So, let’s cooperate with each
other and move together, raising each other’s bars..
THE VIEWS EXPRESSED BY
THE AUTHOR ARE PERSONAL

Top

TWEET

work ethic.
In the past, physical endurance, determination,
and fortitude were the defining characteristics of
those who succeeded in
staking a claim on the
world. But today, success
comes to those who can
promote their brand or
schmooze a venture capitalist. Traditional “masculine” attitudes are no longer revered, and often are
outright scorned (sometimes for very good reasons). Being likable – something to which Philip certainly never aspired – has
become the sine qua non of
career success. By contrast, Oates, before his untimely death, was known to
be argumentative with the
leader of the expedition,
Captain Robert Falcon
Scott, which would be career suicide today.
SOURCE: PROJECT SYNDICATE

Piyush Goyal @PiyushGoyal
Railways is leaving no stone
unturned in the battle against
COVID-19. We will be running
Oxygen express trains using
green corridors to get Oxygen in
bulk and rapidly to patients.
Dharmendra Pradhan
@dpradhanbjp
Mothers & sisters of Bengal
have decided to give a befitting
reply to the TMC & the Left, who
have left a big question mark on
women’s safety. #MatriShakti
of #DumDumUttar will vote for
PM @narendramodi’s politics of
development & BJP’s vision of
#SonarBangla. #EbarBJPSorkar

Spiritual
SPEAK

For now we see in a mirror
dimly, but then face to face.
Now I know in part; then I
shall know fully, even as I
have been fully known.
—Corinthians 13:12:
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COVID POSITIVITY RATE DOUBLES TO 16.69%
New Delhi: India reported a record 2,61,500
new coronavirus cases
and 1,501 deaths on
Sunday, while active
cases have surpassed
the 18-lakh mark, the
ministry data stated.
New Delhi: The daily
coronavirus positivity
rate in India in the last
12 days has doubled to
16.69 per cent, while
the weekly positivity
rate has increased to
13.54 per cent in the
past one month, the
Health Ministry said
on Sunday.
India reported a record 2,61,500 new coronavirus cases and 1,501
deaths on Sunday,
while active cases have
surpassed the 18-lakh
mark, the ministry
data stated.
Ten states -- Maharashtra, Uttar Pradesh,
Delhi, Chhattisgarh,
Karnataka, Madhya
Pradesh, Kerala, Guja-

MANDATORY 14-DAY QUARANTINE FOR DELHI
RESIDENTS RETURNING FROM KUMBH MELA
New Delhi: Delhi residents who have visited the Kumbh Mela in
Haridwar or are planning to do so will have
to undergo compulsory 14-day home quarantine on their return

3 HELD FOR BLACK
MARKETING OF
REMDESIVIR

A healthcare worker collects a swab sample of a resident for COVID-19 test in Gurugram

rat, Tamil Nadu and
Rajasthan -- reported
78.56 per cent of the
new infections, it said.
"The daily positivity
rate in the last 12 days
has doubled from 8% to
16.69%," the ministry
said in a statement.
"The national weekly

positivity rate has increased from 3.05% to
13.54% in the last one
month." Chhattisgarh
reported the highest
weekly positivity rate
at 30.38 per cent, followed by Goa at 24.24
per cent, Maharashtra
at 24.17 per cent, Ra-

jasthan at 23.33 per
cent
and
Madhya
Pradesh at 18.99 per
cent, according to the
ministry. The active
cases in the country
mounted to 18,01,316,
comprising 12.18 per
cent of the total infections. —PTI

New Delhi: The Central
Crime Branch (CCB),
Bengaluru arrested three
persons on Saturday for
alleged illegal stocking
and black marketing of
Remdesivir injections.
"News about hoarding
and black marketing of
Remdesivir injection
have been surfacing on
various media platforms and social media.
CCB conducted a drive
across Bengaluru.

and upload their details on an official
website, the Delhi Disaster Management Authority said in an order. The ongoing
Kumbh Mela has been
at the centre of contro-

OVER 860
REMDESIVIR
DOSES STOLEN

Bhopal: More than
860 injections of antiviral drug Remdesivir,
considered by many
to be crucial in saving
lives of seriously ill
Covid-19 patients,
were stolen from the
store of the Government, Bhopal.

versy amid fears that
it could be a superspreader event with
lakhs of devotees attending the event as
the second wave of the
coronavirus surges
uncontrollably.

VISAKHAPATNAM:
DSP PASSES AWAY
DUE TO COVID-19
Visakhapatnam: A police
officer, posted as DSP Visakhapatnam has passed
away due to COVID-19 on
Sunday while his family
member still undergoing
treatment. Deputy Superintendent of Police (DSP)
of CCS (Central Crime
Station), Juttu Paparao
was a resident of Madhavadhara Vuda colony in
the northern constituency.
He succumbed to Covid at
a private hospital here.

3RD WAVE OF
COVID-19
LIKELY IN
MAHARASHTRA

Maharashtra: State is
expecting a third wave
of Covid-19 soon, said
state Cabinet Minister
Aaditya Thackeray.
However, the young
minister said that it
can’t be determined
how strong or weak
the third wave cane
be. “Even if vaccination doesn’t help
right away, it will help
prepare for the future.
Every decision the
state is taking today is
based on the task force
we created last year,”
the Maharashtra Tourism Minister said.

Narendra Modi RAHUL SUSPENDS CAMPAIGN, URGES Pregnant officers to
should resign :
OTHERS TO ‘THINK ABOUT CONSEQUENCES’ WFH in Mangaluru
Mamata Banerjee
New Delhi: West Bengal Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee on
Sunday
demanded
Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s resignation
for mishandling of the
COVID-19 second wave
and alleged that the
Prime Minister failed
in planning to contain
the rise in the number
of infections. Asserting
that PM Modi did little
to address the possible
crisis in the supply of
medical oxygen and
vaccines in the five-six
months when the virus
had lost its sting before
its resurgence this year,
Ms. Banerjee accused
Mr. Modi of exporting
vaccines to other countries to boost his image
in the international
arena while there was a
scarcity in his own nation. "For the rise in
COVID-19 cases PM
Modi has to resign. He
is the man responsible
for the present situation. He did not make
any
administrative
planning for 2021. And
look at the situation in
Gujarat.
"The BJP cannot
tackle the COVID-19
spike even in Gujarat,
and has brought the entire country, including
West Bengal, to such a

Mamata Banerjee

24-HOUR BAN

New Delhi: Former
Congress president Rahul Gandhi on Sunday
said that he will be suspending his remaining
engagements in West
Bengal due to the Covid-19 surge and urged
all political leaders to
"think about the consequences of holding
large public rallies". "In
view of the Covid situation, I am suspending
all my public rallies in
West Bengal. I would
advise all political leaders to think deeply
about the consequences
of holding large public

India to seize
Bangladeshi
aircraft

pass," the TMC supremo said. Highlighting
that the West Bengal
government had asked
for 5.4 crore doses of
vaccine from the Prime
Minister. —PTI

Raipur: The Raipur
Airport managed by the
Airport Authority of
India (AAI) is all set to
start the seizure process against an aircraft
of Bangladesh based
United Airways. The
aircraft was parked at
Raipur's Swami Vivekananda Airport with
total outstanding dues
of over Rs 1.5 crores.

ROCKETS HIT IRAQI AIR BASE, 2
SECURITY FORCES WOUNDED
Iraq : Multiple rockets
hit an Iraqi airbase just
north of the capital
Baghdad
Sunday,
wounding two Iraqi security forces, Iraq’s
news agency said.
It said at least two
rockets exploded in and
around the Balad airbase, which houses U.S.
trainers. The attack
comes few days after an
explosives-laden drone
targeted U.S.-led coalition forces near a northern Iraq airport, causing a large fire and damage to a building.
The incident was the

latest in a string of attacks that have targeted
mostly American installations in Iraq in
recent weeks.
American
forces
withdrew from Iraq in
2011 but returned in
2014 at the invitation of
Iraq to help battle the
Islamic State group after it seized vast areas
in the north and west of

the country. In late 2020,
U.S. troop levels in Iraq
were reduced to 2,500
after withdrawals based
on orders from the
Trump administration.
Calls grew for further
U.S. troop withdrawals
after a U.S.-directed
drone strike killed Iranian Gen. Qassem
Soleimani and an Iraqi
militia leader in Baghdad in January 2020.
Last month, a base in
western Iraq housing
U.S.-led coalition troops
and contractors was hit
by 10 rockets. One contractor was killed.

Rahul Gandhi

rallies under the current circumstances,"
Gandhi wrote on Twitter. Gandhi’s announcement comes on a day
when the country saw
its highest single-day
spike of over 2.61 lakh
Covid-19 cases and ac-

tive cases in the country surpassed the 18
lakh-mark.
Despite the surge in
daily Covid-19 cases,
election campaigning
in Bengal continues to
be in full swing. On
Sunday, Union Home

Minister Amit Shah is
set to hold multiple rallies and roadshows in
the state.
Similarly, Prime Minister Narendra Modi,
held multiple rallies in
the state on Saturday. At
a rally in Asansol, Modi
had said that he was
“elated” to see the large
crowd that had gathered on ground.
The Congress criticised PM Modi for his
statement, with senior
party leader P Chidambaram accusing him of
showing “shocking callousness”. —ANI

Mangaluru: Amid rising COVID-19 cases, all
pregnant and lactating
women police personals
of Mangaluru have
been given permission
to work from home till
the end of April, said
Police Commissioner
Shashi Kumar.
In a statement, he
said, “All pregnant
women in later stages
of their pregnancy and
those who are feeding
their kids are exempted
from coming to office or
station. They are permitted to work from
home till this monthend.” Upon request

made by women officers
and the staff this relaxation has been given,
said the commissioner.
“Their presence in
the headquarters will
be confirmed on a daily
basis. They are not supposed to be leaving the
headquarters,” he notified further. —ANI

JEE Main session postponed,
reports blaming farmers dates to be announced later
NARESH TIKAIT SLAMS
Ghaziabad: Slamming
reports
suggesting
farmer gatherings as a
spreader of COVID infections, farmer leader
and Bhartiya Kisan Union (BKU) National
President Naresh Tikait on Saturday questioned the political
gatherings in the pollbund West Bengal and
said that farmers are
adhering to all health
guidelines at protest
sites.The farmer leader
said, "Elections are underway in Bengal, there
are gathering of lakhs
of people almost every
day. Infections do not

spread then? We are following all the COVID
norms and protocols
and are trying our best
to implement them with
full alertness, but farmers should not be maligned in this manner.”

New Delhi: Engineering entrance exam JEEMain, scheduled to be
held from 27-30 April,
has been postponed in
view of the COVID-19
situation, Union Education Minister Ramesh
Pokhriyal 'Nishank' announced on Sunday.
According to an official order by the National Testing Agency
(NTA), "looking at the
present situation of
pandemic and also taking into account the
safety and well being of
candidates, it has been
decided to postpone

JEE-(Main)
April
session". "The revised
dates will be announced
later on and at least 15
days before the examination," the order said.
Amid a surge in cases,
Madhya Pradesh Higher

Education Minister Mohan Yadav on Saturday
informed that open-book
exams will be held for
final year students of
Under Graduate and
Post Graduate programs. —ANI

Apart from this, previous standing restrictions on weddings, social functions and
movement of people
will still apply.

and sent to Vizag and
Jamshedpur, Rourkela, and Bokaro, for
loading of liquid
medical oxygen tankers.”

He further stated
that people should bid
Banerjee farewell after
ensuring a huge defeat
for her party one that
“befits her stature”.

Railways to...
The ministry said
that a green corridor
is being created to ensure fast movement
of Oxygen Express
trains, which will ply
after the completion
of technical trials.
Following the trials,
the railway ministry
said, “empty tankers
would be moved from
Kalamboli, and Boisar railway stations in
and near Mumbai,

‘Didi demoralised...
Take it from me, Suvendu Adhikari (BJP
nominee) is winning
the polls from Nandigram,” he said at a
public meeting in Purbasthali.
The home minister
also said that the TMC
boss has just one agenda -- “abusing him,
Prime Minister Narendra Modi and the central armed police force
(CAPF)”.

Manmohan’s ‘5...
quickly by providing
funds and other concessions.
“In addition, I believe this is the time to
invoke the compulsory
licensing provisions
in the law, so that a
number of companies
are able to produce the
vaccines under a licence,” he wrote.
Pointing out that
the key to the fight
against Covid 19 must

be ramping up the vaccination effort, he said,
“we must resist the
temptation to look at
the absolute numbers
being vaccinated, and
focus instead on the
percentage of the population vaccinated.”

Naresh Tikait

FROM PG 1
No lockdown...
Meanwhile, petrol
pumps, LPG and CNG
outlets can discharge
services till 8 PM
while restaurants and
can engage in home
delivery of food till 8
PM. Delivery though
e-commerce platforms of food items,
pharmaceuticals and
medical equipment
will be allowed.
Banks, ATMs and Insurance Offices will
ply along with offices
of telecom ad internet services, courier
services, cable, IT
and associated services are also exempted
from curfew.

Govt will...
While acknowledging
that the present situation has become far
more difficult than it
was in the past due to
rising coronavirus infections, Kumar remained hopeful that
the country’s economy
will grow 11 per cent
in the current fiscal
ending March 31, 2022.
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3 POACHERS HELD WITH ARMS
Nirmal Tiwari

Jaipur: In a major
crackdown on poachers
in Sujangarh, the police
and forest teams on Saturday night caught
three persons and
seized a huge cache of
weapons, a weapon
making machine, skins
and remains of deer
and other wildlife,
cooked meat, pheasant
feathers, wild rabbit

skins and many swords.
The raid was conducted at Kalyan Singh
Agricultural
Farm
House at Sirothiya in
Sujangarh, Churu after
a inputs from Jeev Rakshan Sanstha, Bikaner.
Mokhram Dharnia
of the Sanstha said that
three days ago, there
was a report of a big
strike by the poachers
and they conducted recce. Poachers were par-

3 hacked to death over
girl’s elopement issue

Bodies of the victims lying on a cot in the field.

First India Bureau
Kota: Three persons of Mogya tribe
were killed over the
issue of elopement
of a girl at Balupa
village under Khatauli police station
on Saturday. Those
who were murdered had came to
resolve the dispute,
the police said.
The two sides sat,
drank and had food
together.Then suddenly dispute ensued and members
of the boy side attacked them leading to killing of

Shyojilal, Mukesh
and Gopal. A dog
squad’s
team
reached the spot
and gathered evidence on Sunday.
According to report, a boy of Balupa village eloped
with daughter of
Shyojilal Mogya,
resident of Dablana town of Bundi.
Shyojilal, Mukesh
and Gopal came to
Balupa on Saturday
to settle the matter.
When the negotiations were going an
altercation ensued,
the trio was attacked with axes.

Man falls off bridge
taking selfie, dies
First India Bureau
Banswara: A man
and his daughter fell
off a bridge while
clicking selfie in
Bagidora area of
Banswara. In the incident, the father
died while his minor
daughter was injured, police said.
Dhanpal, aged 25
years, along with
his wife Itli , daughter Dharmistha and
a son was returning
home from market

The victim lying under
the bridge

on a two wheeler.
They stopped near
Thapda bridge near
Bagidora to click a
selfie. Dhanpal was
clicking the photo
with his daughter
and both of them
fell off the bridge.

Angry villagers strip, tie
and beat up constable

Constable being taken to a hospital by other police
personnel after the incident.

First India Bureau
Pratapgarh: Angry
over illicit relationship with a widow,
villagers of Rajpura
Banghati village in
Pratapgarh tied a
police constable to a
tree, stripped him
and assaulted. The
incident happened
on Saturday but
came to light on
Sunday after the
video of the incident went viral on
social media.
According to the
police, the villagers
alleged that they ap-

prehended constable
Laluram Kharadi
(43) in an objectionable position with a
40-year-old widow.
The police from
Ghantali police station reached the
spot and after convincing the people,
rescued the constable and took him to a
hospital. Kharadi is
posted at Peelkhunt
police station. Villagers said that the
constable had a relationship with the
woman whose husband died a few
years ago.

Police with seized arms.

tying with some women
who also tried to phone
some people during the
raid.
DFO Savita Dahiya
also sent a woman forest guard on the spot.
Mokhram, who is honoured with the Amrita
Devi Award for selfless
wildlife work, was
threatened on the phone
by a forest guard. They
have demanded his suspension else agitation

will be started.
Anil Rogers, a wildlife expert and member
of the Wildlife Crime
Control Bureau, said
that this can be a very
large network and the
accused should be subjected to stringent inquiries, which may expose many more cases.
Department swang
into action after the incidence of hunting is
increasing in the state.
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Chhabra row: Minister Bhaya meets
officials, traders as curfew continues
First India Bureau
Baran: The markets in
Chhabra, where curfew was imposed after
a communal violence
on last Sunday, will
reopen from Monday.
The decision was taken at a meeting, which
was held in the presence of Minister of
Mines Pramod Jain
Bhaya today.

As per the decision,
the markets in the town
will open from 12 pm to
5 pm.
Divisional Commissioner Kailash Chandra
Meena, IG Ravidutt
Gaur, district collector
Rajendra Vijay Superintendent of Police
Vineet Kumar Bansal
and representatives of
the market associations
were present in the

meeting in which there
was a consensus on reopening the markets
from Monday.
The minister assured
the traders that they
will be compensated for
their loss during the
violence.
The market associations demanded stern
action against all those
who triggered the violence in the area.

Movement is critical to life- like
water stagnates when still or we
fall off a bicycle when we don’t
move- keep moving, preferably ahead!
—Jagdeesh Chandra, CEO & Editor-in-Chief, First India
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MEETING OF THE STATE COUNCIL OF MINISTERS

FUNDING OF ISARDA-DAUSA DRINKING WATER
PROJECT FROM STATE FUND APPROVED

‘Ghar-Ghar Aushadhi’ scheme to grow medicinal plants will be implemented as a public campaign
Naresh Sharma
Jaipur: In the meeting
of the State Council of
Ministers held at the
Chief Minister’s Residence on Sunday, under
the chairmanship of
the Chief Minister
Ashok Gehlot, approval
was given to the proposal to get funding from
the State Fund instead
of taking loan from
AFD for early completion of ‘Isarda-Dausa
Drinking Water Project’.
In view of the widespread public interest,
the remaining amount
has been made available from the state fund
in addition to the
amount available from
the central government
in rural and urban areas under the Jal Jeevan
Mission for supply of
drinking water to 6
towns and 1,256 villages
of Dausa and Sawai
Madhopur districts suffering from drinking
water shortage.
Pure drinking water
will be provided from
the
surface
water
source - Isarda dam - in
the villages of the area
covered under the pro-

‘Centre doing
politics of
discrimination’
First India Bureau
Jaipur: After the Gehlot cabinet’s meet convened on Sunday, regarding the rising Corona infection, Transport Minister Pratap
Singh Khachariyawas
made a scathing attack
on Central government, saying that the
Centre is doing politics
of discrimination with
Rajasthan on oxygen.
“Under the new health
policy made on Corona, now oxygen will be
distributed by Centre
under
which
Rajasthan is getting less
than its quota while
Gujarat is getting
more. This discriminatory politics shouldn’t
be conducted, oxygen
should be provided on
need basis.”

Govt includes Corona insurance in CM
Chiranjeevi Health Insurance Scheme

CM Ashok Gehlot

MINISTERS CONCERNED ABOUT SURGE

ject. A target has been
set to complete the proposed work of the basic
infrastructure, cluster
distribution system and
village distribution system from December
2021 to July 2024.
It is noteworthy that
Chief Minister Ashok
Gehlot had announced
this drinking water

supply project for the
long term solution of
drinking water problem in Dausa and Sawai
Madhopur districts in
the budget of 2019-20.
For the project, a provision was made for Rs
1,368 crore under the
Central Fund (Jal Jeevan Mission), Rs 1,356
crore under the State

Jaipur: The state government has included
Corona insurance in
the CM Chiranjeevi
Health
Insurance
scheme; the registration of which is open
till April 30 only. Post
April 30, the registration will not be done for
the next 3 months, said
an official on Sunday.
The scheme provides
an insurance of Rs 5
lakh to beneficiary at
the payment of just Rs
850 per year.
Under the scheme, all
families in Rajasthan
will have health insurance up to Rs 5 lakh in
Fund (Rural and Urban), and Rs 1,333 crore
from external funding
(loan) from the financial institution AFD.
For the state portion,
the borrowing process
was initiated through
the financial institution AFD, but in view of
the delay in getting the
loan, it was necessary

selected private and all
government hospitals.
Its registration can be
done at any e-mitra for
free as the state government will bear the registration fee. There is no
need to register the eligible families of Mahatma Gandhi Ayushman
Bharat Health Insurance Scheme operated
earlier. However, small
& marginal farmers &
contractual workers
will have to be registered, but their premium will be paid by the
state government, so
insurance for all of
them will also be free.
to start the project work
without delay, therefore, the necessary
amount has been provided from state fund
on a priority basis.
The cabinet also decided to implement the
‘Ghar-Ghar Aushadhi’
scheme at the state level. Under this, medicinal plants will be devel-

Notably, government
employees are excluded
from the scheme. For
them, the state government will soon implement Rajasthan Government Health Scheme
(RGHS) to give benefit of
cashless insurance on
the lines of the Central
Government
Health
Scheme (CGHS).
Meanwhile, special
registration camps to
be held at village &
ward level for registration of beneficiaries,
which is going to be implemented from May 1,
will not be held during
the weekend curfew.
oped and plants like
Tulsi, Giloy, Ashwagandha etc. will be made
available from the nursery free of cost to the
interested families. The
scheme will be implemented as a public campaign in collaboration
with public representatives, Panchayati Raj
Institutions, various

departments and institutions,
industrial
houses etc.
The nodal department of the scheme will
be the forest department. For implementation of the scheme, a
district level task force
will be constituted in
the districts headed by
the District Collector,
while at the state level,
a monitoring committee will be constituted
under the chairmanship of the Chief Secretary. This committee
will review the plan
every third month. A
mechanism will be put
in place by the Forest
Department to evaluate
the plan.
Under the scheme, a
campaign
will
be
launched by the district
administration for distribution of plants from
July. Apart from this,
the general public will
be made aware of the
usefulness and conservation of forest medicines and medicinal
plants. The theme of
the Van Mahotsav to be
celebrated in July this
year will also be the
‘Ghar-Ghar Aushadhi’
scheme.
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Gehlotsays

'OUR EFFORT
SHOULD BE TO
PRESERVE NATION'S
RICH HERITAGE &
CULTURE'
Ashok Gehlot
@ashokgehlot51
Wish you a speedy
recovery from
#Covid19 Krishna
Poonia ji. May you
get well soon.
Wishing speedy
recovery to former
Chief Minister of
Haryana @BhupinderSHooda ji &
his wife, who have
tested positive for
#Covid_19. May they
get well soon.
Wishing speedy
recovery to Congress
MLA, Amin Kagzi ji,
who has tested positive for #Covid_19.
May he get well soon.
@AminKagziINC
#Rajasthan
On #WorldHeritageDay, our effort
should be to preserve
nation’s rich culture,
ancient monuments
& historical sites.
#Rajasthan holds a
unique place in India’s cultural heritage
with its traditions,
forts & places of
worship.Let’s protect
our heritage,which is
diverse & syncretic.

CORONA CRISIS IS A NATIONAL EMERGENCY: CM
First India Bureau

Jaipur: Senior Congress leader and Rajasthan Chief Minister
Ashok Gehlot on Sunday, termed the ongoing Corona crisis as a
‘national emergency’
and claimed that the
Centre has done a
‘blunder’
regarding
vaccines.
In an interview to
NDTV, Gehlot stressed
that if a large part of
the population had
been vaccinated, the
situation would not
have become so dire.
“It is the asymptomatic individuals who are
infecting most of the
people. Former PM
Manmohan Singh has
written a letter to PM
Modi on shortage of
vaccines in states and
has given five important suggestions. The
Prime
Minister

should announce free
vaccination for all,”
Gehlot said.
On the issue of political rallies, Gehlot,
who has stressed that
the rise was because of
politicians as well, yet
again said, “To some
limit, even we people
are responsible for the
rise too, but the judiciary and Election Commission can not shy
away from their responsibilities. When I
tweeted
about
it,
around ninety five percent comments were
against me and people
said I am saying this
after ending the election campaign. It is
people’s right to give
their response, but in
politics, party workers
never leave the leaders
and the leaders therefore have to go in the
field to their karyakartas. The Election Com-

There is no
arrangement for
oxygen and states
are facing a
dearth of
medicine, he said
The Union
Health Minister
lied saying states
are mismanaging
the vaccines
missioner should have
taken a stand on this
issue,” he said.
The three time Chief
Minister
further
stressed that PM Modi
should hold talks with
all the Chief Ministers
to counter the second
wave. “The Prime Min-

ister should hold talks
like earlier. There is no
arrangement for oxygen in the nation and
states are facing a
dearth of medicine and
PM should call off all
his rallies. Now accusations have been levelled
against the Union Gov-

ernment because they
had done a mistake. For
the past twelve months,
the centre and states
worked together but
now we want that the
opposition’s
advice
should be heard. If
there is anyone who we
have
a
complaint

against, it is the Union
Health Minister,” Gehlot said, further adding, “The states are
reeling under lack of
vaccines and we have
merely alerted the centre, inspite of that the
Health Minister lied
saying states are mismanaging the vaccines.
If the Union Government has committed
any mistake in Corona,
it is that the vaccine
programme, the way it
should have been run,
has not been. PM was
taking interest in the
entire programme.”
The veteran congress
leader
also
charged at the BJP and
RSS calling their ideology ‘fascist’. “For the
past four months, the
party is doing ‘tamasha’ in West Bengal.
Modi and Shah are
more worried about it.
They do not know how

fast Corona will spread
across the nation. What
the PM said about
Kumbh, he should have
said that long back.
People returning from
Kumbh will spread Corona. Now thirty percent deaths are happening in rural areas,”
Gehlot said.
Meanwhile, on the
question of Corona
management in Rajasthan, Gehlot said
that while Corona was
managed properly in
the state, “But infection has increased in
the past few days and
so has the death rate.
For this we conduct a
video conference daily.
As of today the situation in Rajasthan is
better
than
other
states. Although there
is a dearth of oxygen
cylinders as our oxygen plant was closed
down,” the CM said.

Further delay in appointing nodal officers could hurt fight against Corona
Rajendra Chhabra
Jaipur: The state has
been struggling with
the second wave of
COVID-19 for over ten
days now and the danger it poses, is more
severe than the first
wave. Moreover, its
gargantuan size (creating new infection records each day) is
growing with each
passing day.
But what is more
worrisome and surprising is the fact that unlike the first time, the
state machinery is comparatively weak this
time around and is in-

adequate as well. This
applies to not just the
state capital - Jaipur but the entire state.
Everyone knows that
the onus of handling
this challenge lies with
the Medical and Health
Department and as of
today, IAS Siddharth
Mahajan is holding the
reins of this department. To overcome the
current challenge of
COVID-19, the department, specially Medical
Administration,
needs proper direction,
supervision, monitoring and coordination
and handling all these
affairs, single- hand-

edly, is not Siddharth
Mahajan’s ‘cup of tea’.
It has been three
years since Siddharth
Mahajan was promoted to the rank of Secretary and only for the
past five months, he
has been holding the
charge of Medical Department. In his previous posting, he had
handled the Food and
Civil Supplies and Disaster Management Department in an exemplary manner and in
the past five months,
his performance in the
Medical and Health
Department has been
remarkable. His profi-

Siddharth Mahajan

ciency and hard working style has already
been proved, but still
human abilities and

limitations go hand in
hand. It will not be
wrong to say that a senior officer like him has

been ‘overburdened’
and perhaps he is under mental and physical pressure.
It is extremely imperative that a senior
officer, of the rank of
Principal Secretary, is
provided in the Department to aid Mahajan. When Corona
broke out in the state,
the then ACS Medical
and Health - Rohit Kumar Singh - had handled the situation superbly. At that time,
IAS from different divisions were made incharges and a state
level War Room/Control Room was also es-

tablished, so what is
the delay now?
At that time, Ajitabh
Sharma had been appointed nodal officer
for Jaipur city and for
aiding him, three
young IAS officers
were appointed. Then
Ajitabh had carried on
an effective coordination between Police,
administration
and
medical teams, due to
which Corona could be
effectively controlled
in Jaipur. At that time,
one officer’s command
had handled the entire
administration
and
management. Today,
the same work is being

done by Anand Srivastava, Narottam Sharma and Antar Singh
Nehra, however, in an
independent and separate manner and this
arrangement is not
yielding the desired results. Moreover, the
situation is also difficult since the chair of
Jaipur
Divisional
Commissioner, who
could have helped
these officers, is also
lying vacant. The need
of the hour is to hand
over the command of
Jaipur to a single nodal officer and there is
no chance of delay in
this work.
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Thrilled to bits

E

xcerpts from Kabir Bedi’s autobiography made
headlines earlier this week and now come Monday,
the actor-author is all set to launch his autobiography. Bedi took to social media to announce that
the newest actor-author on the block, Priyanka Chopra
Jonas, will be launching his book and he couldn’t be
happier. On April 19, Monday, Kabir Bedi’s autobiography, Stories I Must Tell: The Emotional Life of an
Actor, will be launched.
—Agency

Tested positive

A HUGE

Kareena Kapoor Khan

inspiration
K

Priyanka Chopra Jonas
Arjun Rampal

T

he second wave of
COVID 19 has been
taking a massive
toll on the health
structure of the country.
Bollywood actor, Arjun
Rampal has confirmed testing posi-

areena Kapoor Khan is currently an inspiration for
new mommies. The way the actress has broken all
stereotypes associated with pregnancy is being appreciated a lot. She resumed her work just a month
after delivering her second son and shocked fans.
Kareena has already started her journey to get back
to her earlier physique.
—Agency

Champions of
CHANGE

Calendar to reshuffle

F

ollowing a surge in Covidcases , the Maharashtra
government announced the
closure of cinema halls in
the state, and right after the announcement, Rohit Shetty an-

tive for COVID 19 and has
gone into home quarantine. The actor had shared
the news on social media
and emphasised that he is
taking all the necessary
precautions.
—Agency

B

nounced that his next,
Sooryavanshi with Akshay Kumar in lead,
will not release on April
30. Ever since then, there
looms an uncertainty
about the future of some
other films slated to hit
the big screen in May.
“With every passing day, the onground scenario
is
g o i n g
bad, and
the
release
of
Radhe
on
May 12 is unlikely
now.
Their next target
is the Bakri Eid
weekend, however, the
announcement on release plans will be made
only and only once things
are better on the ground.
—Agency

ollywood actor Sushmita Sen, on Friday
night revealed that she was conferred with
the prestigious National award titled
‘Champions of Change Award’ for her contribution towards women empowerment and
social welfare. Thrilled after wining the
award, she shared that her father,
who served the country as an Indian Air Force Officer for
many years would be proud
of her today because “when
Bharat gives his daughter something, he just
gets super super
happy”.
—ANI

Feeling

GRATEFUL

Katrina Kaif

I

The messy

mamma
S

Sameera Reddy

ameera Reddy, who has shifted to Goa
since the past half a year, was seen extremely active on social media in sharing
her fitness reels and videos. But now according to sources, the actress has tested positive
for the novel coronavirus. The messy mamma as
she is popularly known in the social media
world, ever since the lockdown last year, was
seen spreading positivity and motivating her
followers, especially women to stay happy come
what may.
—Agency

Sushmita Sen

Athiya Shetty

ndian cricketer KL
Rahul completed
another
year
around the sun and
rumoured
ladylove
Athiya Shetty celebrated the big day!
Athiya took to Instagram to wish the cricketer after months of speculation that the duo have
been dating and going
strong. Athiya penned
down that she is indeed
grateful to have KL Rahul in
her life. Her caption read,
“grateful for you, happy birthday.” Fans flooded Athiya’s post
with love struck and heart emojis as one inquisitive fan commented, “So cute when’s the wedding.”
—Agency
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ORANGE
Nandini Vaidyanathan is
a corporate professional,
entrepreneur, author,
mountain climber and
gourmet cook. So she
right-swiped Michelin
star French Chef,
Dominique Fieux, on a
dating up.

is the new black!

I

and people eat, drink copious
amounts of it, to give them immunity against diseases that
the cold weather brings. In India too, it is always there in buffet breakfast at hotels and in
well-travelled homes.
For French kids, thin slices of
orange marinated with some
sugar (we substitute honey in
our home), cinnamon stick and
star anise is a favourite Christmas dessert.
Pulpy orange cooked on slow
fire with honey and cardamom
makes a delicious marmalade.
You can spread it on bread, or
inside a chapati and grill it.
Orange in Indian and western desserts have mostly been
used in pulp form. In Nagpur,
which is home to both succulent
oranges and Haldiram’s, the orange pedha that they launched
a few years ago brought the cit-

FA
CE
OF
TH
ED
AY

n Sanskrit it is called Naranga. The Arabs and
Moors called it Naranja.
The Spanish corrupted it
and made it naranje. The
French, given their penchant for over-description called it pomme de naranje
(orange fruit). Over time, they
began to say, pomme d’orange.
That’s how it became orange,
and orange it is till today.
As a fruit, it came from China, where it was called yellowred. It reached Europe via India
and Persia. The edible parts of
the fruit were pulp and juice.
Over time, French chefs discovered uses for its peel as well.
Orange tops the list of our favourite fruits. And there is a
reason for that. Apart from its
nutritional value, what we love
about it is its versatility. Every
part of the orange can be used
as an ingredient in some preparation or the other to enrich the
latter’s look and taste. And the
pulp itself can be used in so
many ways, depending on how
you cut the fruit.
Let’s start with the more conventional uses. Orange juice.
Rich in Vitamin A and C. In fact
in France, it is a winter fruit

rus flavour to a ‘burfi’ (hard,
thick, square pieces) for the
first time.

Strange as it may seem, if you
were to ask Dominique and me
what is our most favourite part
of the orange, we will say, it’s
peel.
My mother, back home in
Bangalore,
made the most
amazing ‘gojju’ (orange peels
cooked in tamarind and jaggery
sauce), to be eaten with hot rice,
dollops of ghee and a papad.
I love watching Dominique
when he painstakingly removes
the white part of the peel, and
sun-dries the peels till they are
hard and crackling . He then
powders them and stores the
powder in glass jars. When we
garnish fruits or mousse with
them, the flavours make the
dish rise from the utterly mundane to the incredibly exotic!
I also like adding finely grat-

during Christmas. And the
house would smell delightful.
Conventionally, the orange
flowers which are white and full
of fragrance are used in perfumeries, in agarbati and to make
mixers for cocktails.
What can you do with the pip,
you may ask. Germinate may
be?

Michelin Star Chef
Dominique’s favourite
orange recipe
GANACHE CHOCOLAT ORANGE
Heat 200 gm of fresh cream
Add peels of 2 oranges
Infuse the two for 3 hours
Remove orange skin
Mix 250 gm dark chocolate
50 gm milk
50 gm butter
Put the mixture in a bowl
Refrigerate it
Slurp on it!

YOUR
DAY
Horoscope by

Saurabbh Sachdeva

ARIES

TAURUS

GEMINI

CANCER

Excellent opportunities
may knock at your door.
Professionals will be able
to give their best in a new
situation. Financially, this day may
prove lucky for you, so go ask for the
raise that is keeping you on
tenterhooks. Don’t take any chances
with your health today.

Success is foretold on
academic front. Your
reputation is likely to boost
your image on the social
front. On the work front, you will
manage to keep your superiors in
good humour. This is an excellent
day to spend time with family. Good
planning will see you complete tasks.

Your performance at work
will be commendable. Your
own happiness is in your
hands today. Spouse may
need her space, respect that. This is
a favourable day for completing
pending jobs. Financially, no
problems are foreseen. It is best to
avoid outside food.

Your desire for an exciting
time on the social front is
likely to be fulfilled today.
Those looking for buying a
house can get a good bargain.
Appreciation is in store for some
homemakers. A professional victory
is yours if you play your cards well
today. Those in business will earn.

MAR 21 - APR 20

APR 21 - MAY 20

MAY 21 - JUNE 21

JUNE 22 - JULY 23

LEO

VIRGO

LIBRA

SCORPIO

Getting into a favourable
situation on the academic
front is possible. Good luck
promises to brighten your
day. Some positive changes can be
expected on the home front. This
seems a good day for job seekers.
New avenues for earning open up as
you get more determined.

You may wait for
someone’s invitation for a
trip. Your professionalism
in handling problem areas
will be appreciated. Tenant troubles
are foreseen for some house owners.
You will find family life more than
fulfilling. A senior is likely to put in a
good word for you to the higher ups.

A family youngster is likely
to do you proud. A
business trip is indicated
and will achieve much.
Your strategy to promote yourself on
the professional front will bear fruits.
You may need to speed up things on
the academic front to remain ahead.
Something special awaits you.

You will manage to achieve
what you had aimed for on
the academic front. A
celebration can find you in
your element today. Praise and
honour are likely to greet you in
something that you have managed to
achieve. You will be a pillar of
strength to a friend or associate.

JULY 24 - AUGUST 23

AUG 24 - SEP 23

SEPT 24 - OCTOBER 22

OCT 23 - NOVEMBER 22

SAGITTARIUS

CAPRICORN

AQUARIUS

PISCES

Good performance on the
academic front will help
enhance your reputation at
work. Some favourable
developments on the social front are
foreseen. Buying new furniture or a
major appliance is possible. With good
networking, a prized posting can be
yours.

You are likely to take up
someone’s cause and earn
appreciation from all
quarters on the social
front. Remaining on the good side of
those who matter on the academic
front will help you achieve much.
Good tidings of your well wishers will
keep you going professionally.

A new deal is likely to come
through and give you a taste
of success. Those fond of
travelling may get their
chance soon. This is the time when you
enjoy yourself with a new group of
friends or colleagues. A change of job
is likely to give you better salary and
perks.

You will have to be more
focussed on the academic
front. You may get busy
organising something on
the social front. You may need to put
your ideas into action, if you want to
prove yourself. A party may be
thrown in your honour at work. Your
good performance will be noticed.

NOV 23 - DEC 22

EKHUSHI SARASWAT, Fitness Trainer

ed orange peel to my dips, soups
and chutneys. What the peel
does is when you swallow the
dip or soup, it throws in just a
wee bit of bitterness and takes
you by surprise.
Dominique said that, when he
was a kid, his mum would stick
a clove into peeled oranges and
leave them around the house

DEC 23 - JAN 20

JAN 21 - FEB 19

FEB20 - MARCH 20
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AFTER Q&A
EFFECTS with L
OF PTSD Britney

UNFINISHED
MUSIC

A

merican media personality
Paris
Hilton
opened up about
her infamous sex
tape in a chat shot
and revealed that the
aftermath of the video has left her
with ‘PTSD’ (Post Traumatic Stress
Disorder). The socialite and former
reality star said, “That will always
be something that will hurt me for
the rest of my life.” The tape was
released by Hilton’s ex-boyfriend, poker player Rick Salomon in 2004. Titles, One Night
in Paris, it showed footage of
the pair having sex in 2001
which caused a media
sensation.
—ANI

B

ritney Spears recently
got indulged in a Q&A
session and said to her
concerned fans that
she’s “totally fine”. The singer took to Instagram to post a
Q&A session for fans, where
she acknowledged that the
most frequently asked question lately has been, “Are you
Okay?” To which she replied,
“I’m taking a break right now
because I’m enjoying myself,” she added.
—ANI

ate singer Mary Wilson
left a lot of unreleased
music, which will be
launched soon. “I made
that commitment to her the
last time we spoke, less than
two weeks before Mary
passed,” said Bruce Resnikoff,
president and CEO of Universal Music, the company that
will unveil Wilson’s unreleased music. “Mary cared
about three things. First and
foremost, about the artiste
community,songwriters and
producers,” he added. —Agency

Late Mary Wilson

Paris Hilton

Return to
Twitter

A

merican model and TV personality Chrissy Teigen has
returned to Twitter after announcing nearly three weeks
ago that she was done with the social
media platform for good. On Friday,
Chrissy returned to the microblogging site, and explained her newfound outlook towards it by tweeting,
“turns out it feels TERRIBLE to silence
yourself and
also no longer
enjoy bells
chuckles
randomly throughout the
day.”
—ANI

Chrissy Teigen

apanese actor Hiroyuki
Sanada, who plays Scorpion in the upcoming
action thriller Mortal
Kombat, says that he did extensive research for the character once he came on board.
The film is based on the popular video game franchise. “I
was on location on another
film and went to a game center where I found the classic
game. I put the coin in and
tried to find Scorpion and
Sub-Zero, to figure out those
characters,” he says. —Agency

Hiroyuki Sanada

I

T

...Chrissy Teigen’s post

MORTAL
KOMBAT

10 glorious years

CINEMA
AUDIO
SOCIET Y
AWARDS

Poster of the film ‘Soul’

J

11

he 57th annual Cinema Audio Society Awards announced on Saturday that
Amazon Studios drama
‘Sound of Metal’ and Disneys and
Pixar’s ‘Soul’ won out in top categories. Sound of Metal was
named Best Motion Picture Live-Action, besting ‘Mank’
(Netflix), ‘Greyhound’ (Apple
TV+), ‘News of the World’
(Universal Pictures) and
‘The Trail of the Chicago 7’
(Netflix). ‘Soul’ won out on
the Animated Motion Picture category.
—ANI

Britney Spears

On being married
to comedians

H

ollywood actresses
Isla Fisher and Leslie
Mann have opened
up about being married to funnymen.
While Fisher’s husband is comedian Sacha Baron Cohen,
Mann is married to
comedian-filmmaker Judd Apatow.
Mann asked Fisher:
“Sacha’s funny at
home right? Judd
is not funny at
home. He’s a nice
person but he’s
not
going
around being
funny all day. I
wish he was,
but Sacha’s
funny
at
home?” Fisher replied that
she and her husband play around
and do silly voices.
“Obviously, there are
serious moments, having little tiny people and trying to manage schedules but
overall, yeah, yes I think
comedy gets us through particularly at a time like now.
I personally think there is
no inappropriate time for
comedy,” Fisher said.
—Agency

t’s hard to believe
that the legendary
series Game of
Thrones completed 10 years since its
premiere. For eight
glorious seasons, diehard fans were taken
on an otherwordly
journey with larger
than life characters
who we came to
love and even hate.
However, season 8
in particular, was
largely panned
by the audience
as they weren’t
happy in the
least when it
came to the ending. As the Iron
Throne
was
burned to ashes
by Drogon post
Jon Snow (Kit Harington) killing Daenerys
Targaryen
(Emilia Clarke).
—Agency

PUBLIC
MEMORIAL

A

merican rapper DMX
who passed away on
April 9, after being on
life support following
a drug overdose, will be honoured by his family, friends,
and fans in one of the premier
entertainment venues in the
country - the Barclays Center,
on April 24, Saturday. The late
rapper’s former manager, Steve Rifkind, told TMZ that the
event’s final logistics are still
being figured out, including
how many people will be allowed inside and how ticketing will work.
—Agency

Late DMX
Isla Fisher

Emilia Clarke and Kit Harington

F

SAD
DEMISE

elix Silla, widely known
for playing the mysterious and hairy Cousin Itt
on ‘The Addams Family’,
has passed away after a long
battle with pancreatic cancer.
He was 84 when he breathed
his last. Gil Gerard, Felix’s costar on the old NBC series
‘Buck Rogers in the 25th Century’ broke the news on Twitter on Friday afternoon (local
time). Gil said he was sad to
see his friend lose his cancer
battle, but, was glad to know
that Felix is no longer suffering.
—Agency

Late Felix Silla
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RAMBAGH SPLENDOUR

Hotel Rambagh Palace, Jaipur is even otherwise an oasis of
beauty, heritage and peace amid the bustle of the Pink City
but is always filled with its beloved guests and regular patrons
who cannot keep away. However, with the Weekend Curfew
in place, the popular and friendly peacocks had the run of the
place as it was closed to the public. City First brings you some
Colourful moments captured over the weekend!

Bunaai, one of the
most popular
Indian-wear brands
has made Pink City
proud with its great
achievement!

POWERHOUSE

STAY HEALTHY!
STAY FIT!

OF TALENT

Amidst the growing
pandemic, it is highly
important to keep
yourself fit, physically and
mentally. Since everyone
is advised to not step out,
there are some others
ways that would definitely
add to the benefit of your
health, such as yoga and
meditation. Seen here
is Divya Aswani, in the
Rajakapotasana (advance
one legged pigeon)
posture. The posture
helps stretching your
entire lower body making
it more flexible.

KARISHMA
GWALANI

Karishma.gwalani
@firstindia.co.in

P

eople
often
say,
“Chase after your
dreams and success
will come running to
you.” But do they
mention the amount
of hard work that
needs to be put in to achieve
that dream? Well, we have just
the right example for you
about how working hard can
make you do wonders if you’re
passionate about it.
Pari Choudhary, Founder
and Creative Head of Bunaai
recently won the ‘E-commerce
Tech Women Entrepreneur

Pari Choudhary

Award’, organised by
the BW Businessworld & BW Disrupt,
at the third edition
of the BW Women Entrepreneurship Awards
2021. The jury of the
awards were renowned personalities, like Zia Mody, Bhu-

An outfit by Bunaai

vana Ravi, Anurag Batra, and
Ankur Bansal, and the event
was addressed by Ram Mohan
Mishra.
Hailing from the Pink City,
she has made the city proud of
this great achievement, and of
how far she has come with her
talent and hard work.

—PHOTO BY SANTOSH SHARMA

Anthology of poems Webinar on Covid
PROTECTION
CELEBRATIONS!

Satish Poonia with (from left) Dr Manoj Murarka, Amit Baijnath Garg
and Pankaj Parmeshwar Sharma during the launch
CITY FIRST

A

collection of poems
entitled, ‘Antarnaad’ and ‘Nigahbaan’, written by Amit Baijnath
Garg were released on
Sunday at the Pinkcity
Press Club, Jaipur. The chief
guest of the program was Dr
Satish Poonia, President of
BJP, Rajasthan. Dr Manoj Mu-

raraka, Mustard and Oil Researcher was also present as
a distinguished guest. Dr Satish Poonia highlighted
the importance of literature during the pandemic. He further added that literature represents a mirror to society.
Pankaj Sharma, Vivek Goyal
and Kuldeep Sharma were
also present during the event.
cityfirst@firstindia.co.in

NIKHIL TIWARI

A

webinar was organised
on
Sunday which
briefed about
protection against coronavirus where Dr SS Ranawat,
Deputy Superintendent, SMS
Hospital, shared important
guidelines with the officials
of Hare Krishan Movement.

He elaborated on how to protect yourself from Covid-19 and suggested that
social organisations
like this are important
for their contributions
during such desperate
times. Amitsana Das, Director, Hare Krishna movement
was also present during the
webinar.
cityfirst@firstindia.co.in

ROYAL ENFIELD ASTRAL RIDE

HAPPY B’DAY!

CITY FIRST

T

he second edition
of the Royal Enfield Astral Ride
concluded in the
serene landscapes of the
Rann of Kutch. The seven-day motorcycle ride is
a one-of-a-kind experience curated by Royal
Enfield, blending the
joys of astral photography with the thrills of
riding. Motorcycling and
photography share a
strong synergy and the
Astral Ride in the Rann
of Kutch brought these
two disciplines in conjunction.
This year’s Astral

Anuj and Neha with Tanishka, Kavya, Jayraj,
Prithviraj, Hridaya and Hridanshi
Anuj and Neha Tandon celebrated their wedding anniversary on Sunday, April 18. The
couple celebrated their special day at home with their loved ones. Anuj is the son of
Advocate Rajesh Tandon. Also seen here with them are Hridaya and Hridanshi Tandon.

GOLD MEDALIST!

The group of motorcyclists

Ride saw sixteen motorcyclists being introduced
to this unique experience of astral and travel

photography in some of
the most beautiful locations across Rann of
Kutch. The participants

cruised to the famous
salt plains of the Rann,
on a quest to capture the
cosmic marvel.

IAS Giriraj Singh (top)
and IAS Akshay Godara
celebrated their birthdays
on Sunday, April 18. We
wish them all the best!

GUJ: In an 80th International
photographic Salon of Japan, Parmar
Jayesh Nanalal from Gujarat won
the gold medal for his excellent
photography skills. Around 33
countries participated in the
competition with over 9626 photos.

